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of theSe and other fIne organIzatIonS: 

Audubon Society of Portland, Birders’ Exchange, Cornell Lab 

of Ornithology, Jackson Bottom Wetlands, Natural Resources 

Defense Council, Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, and 

World Series of Birding.

tItLe SponSor of oregon CaSCadeS BIrdIng traIL

The Oregon Cascades Birding  

Trail is a network of prime birding  

destinations linked by existing  

highways and byways throughout  

the Oregon Cascades. The trail  

extends more than 1,000 miles along 2 north-south routes 

traversing the Eastern and Western Cascades, showcasing 

the region’s spectacular scenery and wildlife for birders from 

around the globe. The routes, which include over 100 prime 

birding sites, are linked by crossings throughout, as well  

as the Columbia Gorge section at the north end and the  

Mt. McLaughlin loop at the south. Leupold & Stevens, Inc. is  

very proud to have joined with the American Bird Conservancy 

and the National Forest Foundation as a title sponsor of such 

an important and forward-looking project as this. For more 

information on the Oregon Cascades Birding Trail, visit the trail 

Web site at www.oregonbirdingtrails.org.
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the owners and avid kayakers of Scappoose Bay Kayaking  

(www.scappoosebaykayaking.com).
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From humble beginnings in 1907 to 

today, the Leupold® name has come to 

mean rugged, reliable, and long-lasting 

binoculars and spotting scopes. 

For more than a century, Leupold has 

been on the leading edge of optical 

technology, and our dedicated American 

workforce has consistently delivered the 

advancements that make us America’s 

Optics Authority®. From specialized lens 

and prism coatings that improve light 

transmission, to rugged, waterproof 

design and construction, we strive to 

constantly push the limits with our 

products. Every binocular and scope  

we produce is backed by more than  

100 years of experience, and we 

think they are well worth the extra 

effort required to achieve this level  

of performance. 

Leupold & Stevens is proud to be  

family-owned and following the 

philosophical foundation laid out by Fred 

Leupold, its founder. While our focus 

has shifted from surveying equipment 

to sport optics, and our business has 

evolved from a small shop in Portland 

to an advanced campus of engineering 

and manufacturing space in Beaverton, 

Oregon, Leupold & Stevens believes in 

the same principles Fred laid down over 

a century ago:  

ALWAYS LOOKING AHEAD
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LEUPOLD GOLDEN RING WITH 
SWITCH/POWER TECHNOLOGY 3

LEUPOLD GOLDEN RING HD 4

NORTHFORK SERIES 7

PINNACLES SERIES 7

KATMAI SERIES 7

MOJAVE SERIES 8

OLYMPIC SERIES 8

OLYMPIC DUAL HINGE SERIES 8

CASCADES SERIES 9

MESA SERIES 9

ACADIA SERIES 9

ROGUE SERIES 10

YOSEMITE SERIES 10

SPOTTING SCOPES  »

LEUPOLD GOLDEN RING 5

LEUPOLD GOLDEN RING COMPACT 5

SEQUOIA 6

PRODUCT FEATURES  » 11

NEW» NORTHFORK™ SERIES BINOCULARS – PAGE 7
Superior performance and European styling makes the Northfork™ 

an attractive new binocular for 2009. With a 45mm objective, fully  
multi-coated lenses, and Super High Reflection (SHR) prisms, the Northfork 
delivers an incredibly bright and clear picture in any light. 

NEW» OLYMPIC COMPACT DUAL HINGE SERIES BINOCULARS – PAGE 8
Compact, durable binoculars always have a place in a serious birder’s kit, so 
we’re introducing the Olympic Compact Dual Hinge binoculars. Weighing 
in at only 15 ounces and a slight 4.3 inches, it excels when space is limited. It 
still features fully multi-coated lenses and Super High Reflection (SHR) prisms 
to provide superior optical performance. 

NEW» ROGUE™ SERIES BINOCULARS – PAGE 9
Traditional, ergonomic design makes the new Rogue™ Series an instant 
favorite. Fully multi-coated lenses create a bright, crisp image for any 
application. A newly designed lock on the center focus dial secures your focus 
setting with a flick of the finger, and unlocks just as simple. 
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Golden RinG 
7/12x32mm

with Switch/PoweR 
technoloGy

NORTHFORk SERIES

mOjAvE SERIES

OlympIC DuAl  
HINgE SERIES

ROguE SERIES

Golden RinG 
10/17x42mm

with Switch/PoweR 
technoloGy21.4 oz 23.9 oz

GOLDEN RING® BINOCULARS WITH SWITCH/POWER® TECHNOLOGY FEATURES

THE SWITCH/POWER SWITCH
»  A flick of your finger switches the magnification 

instantly and completely. The switch then stays 
in position until you change it.

LIGHTWEIGHT
»  Even the 10/17x42mm is 

lightweight enough to be  
your full-time optic. 

WIDER PERSPECTIVE
»  Watching birds on the wing is 

easy, with a field of view of  
up to 376 feet at 1,000 yards.

PHASE COATED PRISMS
»  Super-reflective, they work with the 

lens system to eliminate diffraction  
and ensure peak clarity.

 
LENS SYSTEM
»  Fully multicoated lens system

provides superb levels of  
light transmission, clarity,  
contrast, and color fidelity.

SUPERB CLOSE FOCUS
»  Even butterfliers will love them.

INTERCHANGEABLE EYECUPS
»  Quickly switch between vented, 

retractable contoured eyecups,  
or twist-up eyecups especially  
suited for eyeglass wearers.  

TRIPOD MOUNTING PORT
»  Ready for use with any standard tripod. 

SECOND GENERATION WATERPROOFING WITH 
ARGON/KRYPTON GAS BLEND
»  leupold pioneered the truly waterproof optic, and now, 

we’ve developed an even more reliable waterproofing 
method, using an Argon/krypton gas blend that will  
keep your binoculars fog free  
for a lifetime of use.

RUGGED, WATERPROOF, AND  
GUARANTEED FOR LIFE
»  Tested to survive the worst conditions possible, they’re 

covered by leupold’s Full lifetime guarantee. 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED
»  Comes complete with leupold’s 

quick detach carry harness,  
deluxe neck strap, case,  
and custom eye and  
objective covers.

7x12x

“We solemnly promise never to let down on quality,  
the customer is entitled to a square deal.”

– Markus Friedrich “Fred” Leupold
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Imagine using the wide field of view of 

your 7x binocular to track a bird on the 

wing. He lights on a branch, and with just 

a flick of your finger, you’re viewing him 

at 12x without ever taking your eyes off 

him. This is no zoom…zooming can cause 

you to lose track of what you’re viewing, as 

the visual field narrows. Leupold’s Golden 

Ring® binoculars with exclusive Switch/

Power® Technology feature a precision-

manufactured switch in front of the focus 

ring that instantly and fully changes the 

power setting, so the object you’re viewing 

always stays at the center of the visual  

field. Scan at 7x, then with a flick, you’re 

viewing at 12x. Or scan at 10x and zero in at 

17x. You get the benefit of two binoculars  

in one weighing a mere 21.4 ounces, and it’s 

as easy to use as a light switch. They also 

offer the outstanding optical performance 

and the Full Lifetime Guarantee you’ve come 

to expect from Leupold Golden Ring optics. 

Hiking, birding, camping, at sporting events,  

  or concerts…anywhere and anytime  

  you’d use binoculars, you’ll want  

     Golden Ring binoculars with exclusive  

      Switch/Power Technology.

»  b i n o c u l a r s  w i t h 
s w i t c h / p o w e r ® 
t e c h n o l o g y

Golden Ring
®

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
»  For a complete listing and information on 

accessories, visit www.leupold.com.

CLIFF SWALLOW
(pETROCHElIDON pyRRHONOTA)
»  made famous by their centuries-old 

annual return to the mission San juan 
Capistrano, Cliff Swallows frequently 
belie their name by building their nests 
under the eaves of houses.

BROWN 
Sku #62715

BROWN 
Sku #62710

NEW» BlACk
lImITED 
EDITION 

Sku #65115

NEW» BlACk
lImITED 
EDITION 

Sku #65110

G U A R A N T E E

LEUPOLD



High-definition™, calcium-fluoride objective 

lenses completely supercharged the 

performance of our Golden Ring spotting 

scopes, and now they’re available in 

Leupold’s Golden Ring binoculars. These 

high-performance optics are assembled 

right here in Beaverton, Oregon, and  

feature superb resolution, contrast and 

color fidelity, thanks to the Index Matched 

Lens System. Now, HD™ technology 

and DiamondCoat™ lenses push that 

performance to the very limits...the 

vividness of the color and the absolute 

clarity is stunning to even the most  

serious optics users.

Golden rinG Hd™ features

HIGH-DefINITION™ LeNS
»  Look for extremely vivid color, life-like clarity, and 

higher overall performance thanks to the  
calcium-fluoride lenses. 

LeNS SySTeM
»  The DiamondCoat and Index Matched Lens System® 

offers superb levels of light transmission, clarity,  
contrast, and color fidelity. 

PHaSe COaTeD PRISMS
»  They work with the lens system to ensure peak clarity. 

SuPeRB CLOSe fOCuS
»  Focusing so close that even butterfliers love them.

GeNeROuS eye ReLIef aND  
TwIST-uP ReTRaCTaBLe eyeCuPS
»  Easy and comfortable to use, with or 

without eyeglasses.

eRGONOMIC DeSIGN
»  A wonderful in-hand fit that becomes more 

comfortable the longer you hold them.

INTeRPuPILLaRy DISTaNCe LOCk
»  Lock in the distance between 

your eyes, to easily use these  
binoculars one-handed.

RuGGeD, waTeRPROOf,  
aND GuaRaNTeeD fOR LIfe
»  Tested to survive the worst conditions 

possible, they’re covered by Leupold’s  
Full Lifetime Guarantee. 

aCCeSSORIeS INCLuDeD
»  Comes complete with 

Leupold’s quick release  
binocular harness, case,  
and custom eye and  
tethered objective covers.

Wider PersPective »  Watching birds on 
the wing is easy,  
with a field of view 
of up to 420 feet  
at 1,000 yards.

» b i n o c u l a r s

Golden ring
®

golden ring 
8x32mm hd

Brown 
SKU #62800

golden ring 
8x42mm hd

Brown 
SKU #62810

golden ring 
10x32mm hd

Brown 
SKU #62805

golden ring 
10x42mm hd

Brown 
SKU #62815

G u a r a n t e e

leuPold

Golden ring
®

» s p o t t i n g  s c o p e s

absolute ruggedness, waterproofing, 

lightweight construction, and impeccable 

optical quality are the four key 

performance measures you’ll find in 

every Leupold Golden Ring spotting 

scope. The result is flawless image 

quality in all conditions. Birders in the 

know swear by the Leupold Golden 

Ring 12-40x60mm spotting scope 

when they need maximum power. The 

Golden Ring 12-40x60mm HD spotting 

scope takes optical performance to 

the extreme with its fluoride-based, 

high-definition objective lens and the 

Leupold Index Matched Lens System. 

Small size and light weight make the 

Leupold Golden Ring Compact spotting 

scopes the choice of hikers and campers 

who must carry lots of equipment into 

the field, yet refuse 

to sacrifice on optical 

excellence or durable 

golden ring 
12-40x60mm

Brown  
SKU #61050

golden ring 
12-40x60mm hd

Brown 
SKU #61060

12-40x60mm features 12-40x60mm Hd features 10-20x40mm comPact features

POweRfuL, CLeaR, BRIGHT OPTICS
»  The versatility and clarity, even at 40x, is simply amazing.

CONSTaNT LONG eye ReLIef
»  A generous eyebox and a constant 30mm of eye relief, the 

longest eye relief of any spotting scope on the market.

LeNS SySTeM aND COaTINGS
»  Multicoat 4® lens coatings and an anti-glare interior 

maximize light transmission and  
minimize diffraction for greater  
clarity and contrast.

SOfT-SIDe, fORM-fITTING CaSe
»  Both the 12-40x60mm spotting scope and the 

12-40x60mm HD spotting scope include a form-fitting, 
soft-side case. It easily opens to reveal the eyepiece, 
objective lens, and tripod mount, so it can  
even remain on the scope, providing  
extra protection during use. 

»  replacement 12-40x60mm spotting 
scope soft case – SKU #53715

HIGH-DefINITION OBjeCTIve LeNS
»  Substantially enhanced color fidelity results in 

exceptional resolution and contrast, particularly at 40x.

LeNS SySTeM
»  The Index Matched Lens System offers our highest 

levels of light transmission,  
clarity, contrast, and color fidelity.

eye ReLIef
»  30mm of constant eye relief, unmatched by any 

spotting scope on the market.

DIGITaL CaMeRa COMPaTIBILITy
»  Use the HD capability of your Golden ring spotting 

scope to the maximum advantage while digiscoping.  
Fits any 58mm digital camera lens, includes  
adapter plates to fit 28mm, 37mm, 43mm, and  
52mm digital  
camera lenses.

»  Digital Camera 
Adapter – SKU #58380

exTReMeLy COMPaCT
»  Just 15.8 oz and 7.5" long, it’s powerful enough to 

take anywhere and small enough to pack anywhere.

LeNS SySTeM
»  Standard Multicoat lens coatings for high resolution, 

and optimal brightness and contrast.

uSe HaNDHeLD OR MOuNTeD
»  Perfectly balanced for handheld use, and ideal for 

any tripod, monopod or Leupold’s TrekPod II. The 
10-20x is a great choice for those who prefer  
or need a monocular.
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golden ring 
15-30x50mm CompaCt kit

Brown 
SKU #61100

golden ring 
15-30x50mm CompaCt

Brown  
SKU #61090

golden ring 
10-20x40mm CompaCt

Brown  
SKU #61080

15-30x50mm comPact features

COMPaCT SIze
»  Just 21.5 oz and 11" long, it fills a niche between our 

smallest and full-size spotting scopes. 

LeNS SySTeM
»  Standard Multicoat lens coatings for high resolution, 

and optimal brightness and contrast.

15-30x50mm COMPaCT kIT INCLuDeS
»  This valuable kit includes the compact 

spotting scope, quick detaching shoulder 
strap, custom padded belt case, lens covers, 
a specially designed mounting adapter for 
1/4-20 threaded mounts, a sturdy tabletop 
tripod, and hard-side carrying case.

12-40x60mm HD kIT INCLuDeS
»  The HD spotting scope; a Leupold 

compact, adjustable tripod; a window 
mount for your vehicle; and a digital 
camera adapter; all in a hard-side, 
reinforced case with custom padding.

golden ring 
12-40x60mm hd kit

Brown 
SKU #61070

G u a r a n t e e

leuPold

TufTeD PuffIN
(FrATErCULA CIrrHATA)
»  Instead of building a nest, the Tufted 

Puffin excavates one, digging a burrow 
that may be as deep as nine feet into a 
turf-covered seaside slope.
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sequoia 
15-45x60mm

straight

SKU #53546

sequoia 
15-45x60mm

angled

SKU #54534

sequoia 
20-60x80mm

straight

SKU #61130

sequoia 
20-60x80mm

angled

SKU #61155

sequoia 
15-45x60mm kit

Straight  
SKU #55886

angled  
SKU #55888

sequoia 
20-60x80mm kit

Straight  
SKU #61135

angled  
SKU #61160

SEqUOiA® 15-45x60mm fEATURES SEqUOiA 20-60x80mm fEATURES

Large Magnification range
»  See excellent detail at all practical distances.

Straight and angLed eyepieceS
»  Choose between a straight or 45˚ angled eyepiece 

for comfortable viewing.

LenS SySteM
»  Fully multi-coated optics for superb clarity, contrast, 

and color fidelity, at all magnifications. 

generouS eye reLief
»  Ample, non-critical eye relief and a twist-up 

eyecup make extended viewing a pleasure, even  
with eyeglasses.

rugged and Waterproof
»  Ready for the elements, each also features a tough, 

rubber armor coating.

extreMe Magnification range
»  You’ll enjoy maximum versatility and capability. 

Straight and angLed eyepieceS
»  Choose between a straight or 45˚ angled eyepiece 

for comfortable viewing.

BuiLt-in extendaBLe LenS Shade
»  For viewing across high-glare areas or against 

low-angle sunlight.

tripod ready
» Includes an on-axis rotational tripod port.

LenS SySteM
»  Fully multi-coated optics means even at maximum 

magnification, you’ll appreciate the resolution, 
contrast, and vivid color.

generouS eye reLief
»  Twist-up eyecup and generous eye 

relief add to your viewing pleasure.

rugged and Waterproof
»  Ready for the elements, it also features 

a tough, rubber armor coating.

SEqUOiA SPOTTiNg ScOPE KiTS

KitS incLude
»  Choose either the 15-45x60mm or 20-60x80mm 

Sequoia spotting scope with either a straight or 
angled eyepiece. Each kit includes a lightweight, 
adjustable tripod featuring a multi-directional,  
tilting head and multi-section, adjustable legs  
with non-slip feet, plus a reinforced carrying case.

there’s a time and place when you want 

to get closer – much closer – to what 

you’re trying to view, and a binocular 

just doesn’t have the muscle. enter the 

powerful Leupold Sequoia® spotting 

scopes. Both the Sequoia 15-45x60mm 

and 20-60x80mm spotting scopes give 

you the reach you’re looking for, with the 

exceptional light transmission needed  

for peak clarity, optimal contrast, 

and true, vivid color. they’re also 

ergonomically designed: focus can  

easily be adjusted while viewing, and 

with the choice of either a straight  

or 45° angled eyepiece you’ll be  

able to view comfortably from any 

position with either model. it’s the 

attention to detail in the creation of the 

Sequoia that makes it the spotter that 

you’ll want to use everywhere – from the 

field to your deck.

Sequoia
® 

» s p o t t i n g  s c o p e s

green-Winged WarBLer
(vermivora chrySoptera)
»  The beautiful Golden-winged Warbler frequently 

hybridizes with the Blue-winged Warbler to 
create either the “Brewster’s Warbler” or the 
less common “Lawrence’s Warbler.”

NEW» 
NORThfORK™ 
SERiES

PiNNAcLES™ 
SERiES

KATmAi® 
SERiES

10x32mm8x32mm6x32mm10x42mm8x42mm10.5x45mm8.5x45mm

Full size performance in a rugged, compact 
package that’s easy to carry or pack. Ideal 
for those who value relatively compact size 
with exceptional optical performance.

leupold pinnacles™ Series binoculars have 
the clarity to identify fine details, the 
contrast to distinguish birds from cover, and 
the brightness to excel, even in low light.

Sleek and stylish, the Northfork Series packs 
a lot of performance into an ergonomic 
package. Large objective lenses and superior 
optics provide a bright, crisp picture with 
unmatched definition. 

Black Black Black

KATmAi mODELS fiNiShES

6x32mm   56410

8x32mm   56420  

10x32mm   56430

PiNNAcLE mODELS fiNiShES

8x42mm   54504 

10x42mm   54514

NORThfORK mODELS            fiNiShES

» 8.5x45mm                         65795   

» 10.5x45mm                         65805   

  Black    »  New for 2009   

NORThfORK fEATURES

LenS SySteM
»  Fully multi-coated lenses optimize light transmission for a 

brighter sight picture, and enhanced clarity and contrast.

phaSe and L-coated™ priSMS
»  The Northfork’s phase coated prisms significantly increase 

resolution, for a sharp sight picture from edge to edge of 
the visual field.

diopter and focuS
»  The integrated diopter and focus knob make fine-tuning 

the Northfork in the field a breeze.

ergonoMic deSign
»  The single slim-hinge design reduces weight and allows the 

Northfork to fit comfortably in any size hands.   

tough and Waterproof
»  100 percent rugged and waterproof, they feature a rubber 

armor coating available in black.

expanded fieLd of VieW
»  Get the whole picture with the Northfork Series. 350 feet 

at 1,000 yards with the 8.5x, or 321 feet at 1,000 yards  
with the 10.5x.

KATmAi fEATURES             

32mm oBjectiVe LenSeS
»  Full-size light transmission and exit pupils in a compact 

binocular body.

LenS SySteM
»  Fully multi-coated lenses ensures maximum usable 

light transmission.

phaSe and L-coated priSMS
»  Phase coating is combined with L-Coat, Leupold’s 

64-layer anti-reflective coating, to dramatically  
enhance image resolution.  

cLoSe focuS diStance
»  Crystal clear focusing at 4.9 feet for superb close-ups.

ergonoMic, coMpact deSign
»  Katmais fit all hand sizes, and are easy to carry or stow. 

tWiSt-up eyecupS and neW enhanced eye reLief
»  With even greater eye relief and twist-up eyecups, Katmais 

are comfortable to use for extended viewing, even with 
eyeglasses.

PiNNAcLES fEATURES

LenS SySteM
»  Fully multi-coated lenses ensure maximum usable 

light transmission.

phaSe and L-coated priSMS
»  Phase coating and L-Coat™ (an exclusive 64-layer process) 

work with the lens system to reduce light diffusion and 
enhance the brightness of the sight picture, even in low-
light or twilight conditions.

generouS eye reLief
»  Extended viewing is comfortable, even with eyeglasses.

cLoSe focuS diStance
»  Focus at distances as close as 6.6 feet.   

interchangeaBLe eyecupS
»  Quickly switch between vented, 

retractable contour eyecups, or twist-up  
eyecups especially suited for users with eyeglasses.

rugged and Waterproof
» Built to be durable, they’re ready for all conditions.

a general purpose binocular must be 

compact and easy to use anywhere 

without sacrificing optical quality. our 

Katmai® 6x32mm delivers a field of view 

that is perfect in the boat or at the 

track, while the 8x and 10x models are 

ideal for serious birders. 

the pinnacles Series is a high-

performance binocular, with an optical 

system to rival european binoculars  

that cost three to four times as much. 

fully coated lenses and prisms give a 

bright, clear sight picture, making the 

pinnacles an ideal choice for birders.

for those users seeking powerful  

magnification and large objective 

lenses, the northfork Series is 

ideal. Large on performance, this 

is a binocular for serious birders   

with a superior lens and prism system 

    that provides unmatched clarity. 
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Looking for high-performance optics 

in an easy to handle package? Look no 

further than the Cascades® Series. The 

trim, ergonomic design keeps them in hand 

through any condition. When you need a 

performance binocular to fit your needs, 

and your hands, it’s time for the Cascades. 

From backpacking to birdwatching to 

watching the big game, the Mesa Series 

can do it all. Traditional Porro prism 

design provides strong three-dimensional 

image resolution at a price that puts the 

performance within reach. The Mesa 

Compact provides the visual benefits 

of the full-size, but in an inverted Porro 

prism design you can take anywhere. 

Slim design and powerful magnification 

make the Acadia™ a great optic for sporting 

events. The multi-coated lenses and phase 

coated prisms will make sure the image is  

     crisp and clear. Next time you’re going  

        out to the ball game, take the Acadia  

        Series with you. 

With a lightweight and ergonomic open 

bridge design, the crystal-clear Mojave 

Series uses cold mirror coated prisms to 

boost resolution and clarity. Easy to pack 

and easy to use, it’s easy to see why the 

Mojave is a great optic. 

When it comes to reliable performance 

in any condition, it’s hard to beat the 

Olympic Series. Durable, rugged, and 

ready for whatever you throw at it, 

it’s balanced design makes it great for 

extended glassing periods.

When hiking and camping, you’re looking 

for a pair of binoculars that’s lightweight 

and small in size. The Olympic Compact 

Series is a dream, with a unique dual hinge 

design and incredibly light construction 

that saves space without compromising 

optical performance.
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These premium-quality center focus, phase 
coated, roof prism binoculars deliver the kind of 
performance previously not thought possible in 
a binocular that’s lightweight and also affordable.

With a unique dual hinge design, the Olympic 
Compact binoculars weigh less than 15 ounces, 
making them easy to store and carry. Perfect for 
situations where saving space is a priority, these 
binos are big on performance and small on size.

The Mojave®, Leupold’s first open bridge 
binocular, puts powerful optic performance right 
in the palm of your hand. We built the brightness, 
resolution, and clarity you’ve come to expect into 
a lightweight, easy-to-use package. 

BlackBlack Black

  Black    »  New for 2009 

Porro prism binoculars provide great depth of 
field, strong stereoscopic vision, and excellent 
depth perception. A lockable center focus and 
high-performance lens coatings complete the 
Mesa® Series package.

Black

Their roof prism design makes them trim, 
lightweight, and easy to grip even in wet 
conditions. One of the greatest values 
in current binoculars, offering high-end 
binocular features and a lifetime of rugged 
durability in an affordable package.

Black

These roof prism binoculars have everything you 
asked for: ergonomic design; phase coated prisms 
and multi-coated lenses; a rugged, waterproof 
construction; and a price that is as exciting as the 
Acadia’s performance. 

Black

10x42mm8x42mm10x23mm8x23mm10x50mm8x42mm10x42mm8x42mm

mOjAvE® 
sERiEs

OLYmPic 
sERiEs

NEW» OLYmPic 
cOmPAcT DUAL hiNgE sERiEs

10x42mm 10x50mm 12x50mm8x42mm 8x42mm 10x50mm 12x50mm 10x25mm8x25mm

cAscADEs® 
sERiEs

mEsA®/
mEsA cOmPAcT

AcADiA™ 
sERiEs

OLYmPic cOmPAcT DUAL hiNgE FEATUREs             

UNIQUE DESIGN
»   The dual hinge design reduces weight and allows 

the Olympic Compact to fold up tight for easy storage  
or carrying. 

LENS SySTEM
»   Multi-coated lenses optimize light transmission for a 

brighter sight picture, and enhanced clarity and contrast.

PHASE COATED PRISMS
»   The Olympic Compact Dual Hinge binocular’s phase coated 

prisms significantly increase resolution, for a sharp sight 
picture from edge to edge of the visual field. 

SUPER HIGH RESOLUTION PRISMS
»   SHR coatings pass more usable light from the prisms to 

your eye, improving image quality and brightness in any 
light condition.

mOjAvE FEATUREs             

LENS SySTEM
»  Fully multi-coated lenses deliver exceptional light transmission, 

for a brighter sight picture with optimal contrast. 

COLD MIRROR COATED PRISMS
»  This innovative technology improves the reflectiveness 

of the prisms, for even greater resolution and clarity.

TWIST-UP EyECUPS AND LONG EyE RELIEF
»  Mojaves offer generous eye relief and twist-up eyecups 

that make them easy to use, even with eyeglasses.

TOUGH AND WATERPROOF
»  100 percent rugged and waterproof, they feature a rubber 

armor coating available in black.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTy
»  They’re covered for as long as you own them. 

LIGHTWEIGHT, ERGONOMIC
»  The open bridge design fits well in any hand, and is 

extremely lightweight, making the Mojave Series  
binoculars ideal for all types of users and sports.

OLYmPic FEATUREs             

LENS SySTEM
»   Fully multi-coated lenses enhanced brightness and contrast, 

and optimize resolution.

CLOSE FOCUS DISTANCE
»   All models offer close-up focusing, for viewing at all 

practical distances. 

TWIST-UP EyECUPS AND GENEROUS EyE RELIEF
»   Extended viewing is a pleasure, even with eyeglasses.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
»   All models offer excellent fit and balance, even in 

smaller hands. 

TOUGH AND WATERPROOF
»   Rugged, waterproof, and covered with a rubber armor 

coating, you can count on them even in the worst 
conditions. Available in black.

OLYmPic mODELs                 FiNishEs

8x42mm                                                54184      

10x50mm                                              54205

12x50mm                                              54524       

OLYmPic cOmPAcT  
DUAL hiNgE                        FiNishEs

» 8x25mm                                                65775

» 10x25mm                                              65785

mOjAvE mODELs                FiNishEs

8x42mm                                              62105

10x42mm                                            62115

» 10x50mm                                            65815

» 12x50mm                                            65825

cAscADEs FEATUREs             

OUTSTANDING LOW-LIGHT PERFORMANCE
» Great for early morning or late evening use. 

LONG EyE RELIEF AND TWIST-UP EyECUPS
» For comfortable extended viewing, even with eyeglasses.

SLIM, ERGONOMIC IN-LINE DESIGN
» A natural fit for all sizes of hands. 

CLOSE FOCUS
» Clearly view objects as close as 10 feet away. 

TOUGH AND WATERPROOF
»  100 percent rugged and waterproof, they feature a 

rubber armor coating available in black.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTy
» They’re covered for as long as you own them.

mEsA FEATUREs             

LENS SySTEM
»  Multi-coated lenses optimize light transmission, enhancing 

brightness, clarity, and contrast.

TWIST-UP EyECUPS AND GENEROUS EyE RELIEF
»  Mesas are comfortable to use for long periods, even 

wearing eyeglasses. 

PORRO PRISM ADvANTAGES
»  This lens system is excellent at transmitting a three-

dimensional image.

FOCUS DIAL-LOCk 
»  For holding focus on an 

area during prolonged or  
repeated viewing.

mEsA cOmPAcT mODELs         FiNishEs

8x42mm                                                53694      

10x50mm                                              53696

mEsA cOmPAcT mODELs         FiNishEs

8x23mm compact                                  53534

10x23mm compact                                53536

cAscADEs mODELs               FiNishEs

8x42mm                                               53530           

10x42mm                                              53532

AcADiA FEATUREs             

LENS SySTEM
»  Multi-coated lenses optimize light transmission for a 

brighter sight picture, and enhanced clarity and contrast.

PHASE COATED PRISMS
»  The Acadia’s phase coated prisms significantly increase 

resolution, for a sharp sight picture from edge to edge of 
the visual field. 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
»  The inline roof prism design is trim and compact, fitting 

well in any size hands. 

TOUGH AND WATERPROOF
»  100 percent rugged and waterproof, they feature a rubber 

armor coating available in black.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTy
»  They’re covered for as long as you own them.

AcADiA mODELs                  FiNishEs

8x42mm                                              64700      

10x50mm                                            64710
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The all-new Rogue Series is a great 

value, combining reliable Porro prism 

performance with a pleasing price. With 

a traditional, easy-to-use design, both 

the full size and compact Rogue models 

are bound to become a favorite.

Built for the average person, instead of 

the average man, the Yosemite® Series 

is a sports optic for everyone. A perfect 

first binocular for little bird-watchers, 

the 6x and 8x magnifications provide a 

wide field of view for easy location and 

tracking of birds on the wing. With a 

rugged body that can take some lumps, 

the Yosemite puts high-performance 

optics into anyone’s hands. 
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8x32mm Hd  
10x32mm Hd
8x42mm Hd
10x42mm Hd
7/12x32mm With Switch/Power 

Technology10/17x42mm
10-20x40mm Compact Spotting Scope

Northfork 8.5x45mm
Northfork 10.5x45mm
Pinnacles 8x42mm 
Pinnacles 10x42mm 
Katmai 6x32mm 
Katmai 8x32mm
Katmai 10x32mm
mojave 8x42mm 
mojave 10x42mm
mojave 10x50mm
mojave 12x50mm 
olympic 8x42mm 
olympic 10x50mm
olympic 12x50mm 
olympic 8x25mm Compact dual Hinge 
olympic 10x25mm Compact dual Hinge 
Cascades 8x42mm 
Cascades 10x42mm
mesa 8x23mm Compact 
mesa 10x23mm Compact
mesa 8x42mm
mesa 10x50mm
Acadia 8x42mm 
Acadia 10x42mm 
Rogue 8x25mm Compact 
Rogue 10x25mm Compact
Rogue 8x42mm
Rogue 10x50mm  
Yosemite 6x30mm 
Yosemite 8x30mm

®

  Black      Natural    »  New for 2009
 

YOSEMITE MOdElS           FINISHES

6x30mm                                61165      61175              

8x30mm                                62515      62525   

lEUPOld

W

A R R A N T Y

lEUPOld
®

» b i n o c u l a r s

YOSEMITE FEATURES             

uNique deSiGN
»  Yosemites fit the hands and interpupillary distance of 

everyone from adults to children.

LeNS SYSTem
»  Multi-coated lenses ensure optimal brightness, resolution, 

contrast, and color fidelity. 

6x ANd 8x mAGNifiCATioNS
»  Ideal combination of power and generous field of view for 

easy tracking. 

foRGiViNG eYe ReLief
» Great for novice users, even with eyeglasses. 

RuGGed ANd WATeRPRoof
»  Even in the worst conditions, you can count on them to 

perform without fail.

These premium-quality center focus, phase 
coated, roof prism binoculars deliver the kind of 
performance previously not thought possible in 
a binocular that’s lightweight and also affordable.

Black natural
ROgUE FEATURES

LeNS SYSTem
»   Fully multi-coated lenses optimize light transmission, 

enhancing brightness, clarity, and contrast. 

PoRRo PRiSm AdVANTAGeS
»   This traditional lens system excels at transmitting 

a three-dimensional image. 

RuGGed ANd WATeRPRoof
»   No matter what the application or conditions, these 

binoculars will perform without fail.

Porro prism binoculars provide great depth of 
field, strong stereoscopic vision, and excellent 
depth perception. Rugged and reliable, with 
fully multi-coated lenses for greater light 
transmission, the Rogue is a true value binocular.

10x25mm8x42mm 10x50mm 8x25mm

Black

ROgUE MOdElS                   FINISHES

» 8x42mm                                              65550      

» 10x50mm                                            65555

ROgUE cOMPAcT MOdElS       FINISHES

» 8x25mm compact                                59220

» 10x25mm compact                              59225

YOSEMITE® 
SERIES

NEW» ROgUE™/ 
ROgUE cOMPAcT

The leupold® golden Ring
full lifetime guarantee

The leupold green Ring™ 
limited lifetime warranty
Leupold Green Ring™ optics are engineered 
and manufactured to standards set and 
monitored by Leupold, with the goal of 
reliable performance at a reasonable price. 

Leupold Green Ring non-electronic  
products are warranted for as long as the 
original owner owns them. We warrant 
them to be free of defects in materials  
and workmanship, and to function 
satisfactorily under normal use conditions.  
If at any time a Leupold Green Ring  
non-electronic product is found to have 
a defect in materials or workmanship, 
Leupold will, at our discretion, repair or 
replace it free of charge, when requested  
by the original owner.  

The warranty is void if damage results from 
unauthorized repair, alteration, or misuse. 
The warranty is given solely to the original 
owner and is not transferable.

If you would like more information 
regarding the construction or use of your 
precision-engineered Leupold optics, visit 
our Web site at www.leupold.com.

Leupold and Stevens, Inc. is an American,  
family-owned, fifth-generation company  
that has been designing, machining, and 
assembling precision optical instruments  
for 100 years. Leupold’s success has been 
built on our commitment to your absolute 
satisfaction, and our commitment to building 
the best high-performance outdoor optics. 
It’s for these reasons that we offer the 
Leupold Full Lifetime Guarantee. 

If any Leupold Golden Ring product is  
found to have defects in materials or  
workmanship, we will, at our option, repair 
or replace it. FREE. Even if you are not the 
original owner. No warranty card is required. 
No time limit applies. 

Leupold & Stevens, Inc. reserves all other rights. ALASKAN; ALUMINA; AMERICA’S OPTICS AUTHORITY; BALLISTICS AIMING SYSTEM; CASCADES; CIRCLE PLEX; CQ/T; DARK EARTH; DUPLEX; ER/T; GOLDEN RING AND THE GOLDEN RING DESIGN; GX; INDEX MATCHED LENS 
SYSTEM; KATMAI; THE L DESIGN AND MEDALLION; LEUPOLD; LPS; LR/T; LR DUPLEX; LRV DUPLEX; LX; MADE RIGHT, MADE HERE; MARK 2; MARK 4; MATCH 13; MESA; MOJAVE; MR/T; MULTICOAT 4; MX; PERFORMANCE STARTS ON THE INSIDE; PRISMATIC; QUICK SET 
ROTARY MENU; RAINCOTE; RIFLEMAN; RX; SCOPESMITH; SEQUOIA; SPR; SWITCH/POWER AND THE X LOGO; TACTICAL MILLING RETICLE; TBR; THE HUNTER’S CLOSET; TMR; TRUE BALLISTIC RANGE; TURKEY PLEX; VARI-X; VX; VX-L; VX-7; WIND RIVER; YOSEMITE; and ZERO 
POINT are registered trademarks of Leupold & Stevens, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon. ACADIA; ACCUMATCH; ACCU-RANGE; ACCU-TRAC; ADVANCED IMAGE OPTIMIZATION; BEAR CUB; BLACK RING; BUILT FOR GENERATIONS; BZ; CLEAR FIELD; COMPOSITE MATTE BLACK; CPC; 
DCD; DELTAPOINT; DIAMONDCOAT; DIAMONDCOAT 2; DIGITAL INSTRUMENT PANEL; DOUBLE CIRCLE DOT; DUAL DOVETAIL; FX; GREEN RING; HD; HIGH-DEFINITION; INFINITE POWER BAND; INTENSIFIER; KENIA; L-250; L-COAT; LEUPOLD DOT; LIGHT OPTIMIZATION PROFILE; 
LO-PRO; MARK 7; NORTHFORK; OG; ONE-TIME FOCUS; OP; OPTIMIZER; ORION; PINHUNTER; PINNACLES; PLUS POINT; PRW; QDMANAGER; QR; QRW; QUICK RELEASE; QUICK ZERO; RAIN SHED; RIFLEMAN BALLISTICS RETICLE; RBR; ROGUE; RXB; SA.B.R.; SPEEDIAL; STD; TGR; 
TLT; TOTAL LIGHT THROUGHPUT; TROPHY SCALE; TRUE WHITE; ULTRALIGHT; VX-7L; VX-3L; XT DUPLEX; XTENDED TWILIGHT LENS SYSTEM; X-TREME; AND YL are trademarks of Leupold & Stevens, Inc., Beaverton, Oregon. BOONE AND CROCKETT; and BOONE AND CROCKETT 
CLUB are registered trademarks of the Boone and Crockett Club, and are used with their expressed written permission. NWTF is a registered trademark of the National Wild Turkey Federation, and is used with their expressed written permission. QDMA is a trademark of the Quality 
Deer Management Association, and is used with their expressed written permission. ADVANTAGE TIMBER HD is a registered trademark of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises Ltd.; MOSSY OAK BREAK-UP, MOSSY OAK BRUSH; MOSSY OAK OBSESSION; and MOSSY OAK TREESTAND are 
registered trademarks of Haas Outdoors, Inc. A.R.M.S. is a registered trademark of Atlantic Research Marketing Systems, Inc. ULTIMATESLAM is a registered trademark of Knight Rifles and is used with their expressed written consent. We reserve the right to make design and / or 
material modifications without prior notice.

Leupold products are manufactured under one or more of the following patents: U.S. Patents: 5,035,487; 5,231,535; 5,479,712; 5,671,088; 5,866,048; 5,941,775; 6,005,711; 6,279,259; 6,295,754; 6,327,806; 6,351,907; 6,359,418; 6,469,829; 6,519,890, 6,691,447; 
6,816,305; 7,088,506; 7,177,087; 7,185,455; 7,275,343; 7,375,881; D347,441; D403,393; D413,153; D414,835; D415,546; D416,972; D420,718; D420,807; D421,286; D427,658; D490,097; D506,520; D512,449; D517,153; D519,537; D532,477; D532,803; D536,762; 
D542,879; D562,428; D566,309. Foreign Patents: BX30938-00; CA-Rd./Enr.1999-88472; CN-ZL200530119334.2; CN-ZL200530138463.6; DE49903766.9; DE69216763T; DE-M9304093.8; DE202005017276U1; EM59613; EM393467; EP0540368; GB0540368; IL31338; 
IT75604; JP1074623; SE55201; TW148948; ZA2003/8164.

product specifications
SPECIFICATIONS

nEW PrODuctS 
arE SHOWn In rED Actual 

Magnification
Linear Field of View

Angular 
Field of  

View 
Weight Length Objective 

Aperture Twilight 
Factor

Exit  
Pupil

Eye  
Relief

Interpupillary 
Distance

Close Focus 
Distance

ft/1000 yd m/1000 m degrees ounce gram inches mm mm mm mm mm ft m

Leupold Golden Ring Binoculars 
8x32mm HD 8x 420 140 8.0 27.0 765 5.2 132 32 16.0 4.0 17.5 56 - 72 4.9 1.6
10x32mm HD 10x 356 119 6.8 27.1 768 5.2 132 32 17.9 3.2 14.7 56 - 72 4.9 1.6
8x42mm HD 8x 381 127 7.3 33.2 938 6.0 152 42 18.3 5.3 16.5 56 - 72 7.0 2.3
10x42mm HD 10x 340 113 6.5 33.8 958 6.0 152 42 20.5 4.2 16.0 56 - 72 7.0 2.3
7/12x32mm w/ Switch/Power technology 7x/12x 376/215 125/72 7.1/4.1 21.4 608 5.0 127 32 15.0/19.6 4.6/2.7 18.7/21.8 57 - 72 12.0/14.2 4.0/4.7
10/17x42mm w/ Switch/Power technology 10x/17x 262/136 87/45 5.0/2.6 23.9 678 6.0 152 42 20.5/26.7 4.1/2.4 18.1/21.1 57 - 72 18.5/21.0 6.2/7.0

Leupold Golden Ring Spotting Scopes
10-20x40mm compact 10.0x - 19.9x 199 - 136 66 - 45 3.8 - 2.6 15.8 447 7.5 191 40 20.0 - 28.3 4.0 - 2.0 18.5 - 17.2 na 5.5 1.8
15-30x50mm compact 15.2x - 30.4x 136 - 89 45 - 30 2.6 - 1.7 21.5 610 11.0 279 50 27.6 - 39.0 3.3 - 1.6 17.5 - 17.1 na 13.5 4.5
12-40x60mm 12.7x - 38.1x 168 - 52 56 - 18 3.2 - 1.0 37.0 1049 12.4 315 60 26.8 - 48.9 4.8 - 1.5 30.0 - 30.0 na 36.0 12.0
12-40x60mm HD 12.7x - 38.1x 168 - 52 56 - 18 3.2 - 1.0 37.0 1049 12.4 315 60 26.8 - 48.9 4.8 - 1.5 30.0 - 30.0 na 36.0 12.0

Leupold Northfork Series Binoculars
8.5x45mm 8.5x 346 115 6.6 27.0 765 6.1 155 45 19.6 5.3 19.5 60 - 70 9.8 3.3
10.5x45mm 10.5x 325 108 6.2 27.0 765 6.1 155 45 21.7 4.3 16.3 60 - 70 9.8 3.3

Leupold Pinnacles Series Binoculars 
8x42mm 8x 341 114 6.5 23.0 652 5.5 140 42 18.3 5.3 17.8 60 - 70 6.6 2.2
10x42mm 10x 267 89 5.1 25.0 708 5.5 140 42 20.5 4.3 16.5 60 - 70 6.6 2.2

Leupold Katmai Series Binoculars
6x32mm 6x 425 142 8.1 18.2 515 4.1 104 32 13.9 5.3 19.2 57 - 72 4.9 1.6
8x32mm 8x 335 112 6.4 18.9 535 4.1 104 32 16.0 4.0 15.9 57 - 72 4.9 1.6
10x32mm 10x 272 91 5.2 18.2 515 4.1 104 32 17.9 3.2 10.2 57 - 72 4.9 1.6

Leupold Mojave Series Binoculars
8x42mm 8x 340 114 6.5 23.0 652 5.6 142 42 18.3 5.3 18.0 56 - 74 12.9 4.3
10x42mm 10x 267 89 5.1 23.0 652 5.6 142 42 20.5 4.2 16.0 56 - 74 12.9 4.3
10x50mm 10x 262 87 5.0 28.2 799 6.6 168 50 22.4 4.8 17.0 58 - 74 15.0 5.0
12x50mm 12x 220 73 4.2 28.2 799 6.6 168 50 20.4 4.1 17.0 58 - 74 9.9 3.3

Leupold Olympic Series Binoculars
8x42mm 8x 325 108 6.2 21.8 619 5.7 145 42 18.3 5.3 18.0 60 - 70 7.5 2.5
10x50mm 10x 262 87 5.0 25.7 728 6.7 170 50 22.4 5.0 18.0 60 - 70 10.5 3.5
12x50mm 12x 252 84 4.8 25.7 730 6.6 168 50 22.5 4.0 15.5 60 - 70 13.1 4.4

Leupold Olympic Dual Hinge Series Binoculars
8x25mm compact 8x 273 91 5.2 14.6 414 4.3 109 25 14.1 3.1 16.5 60 - 70 8.2 2.7
10x25mm compact 10x 262 87 5.0 14.6 414 4.3 109 25 15.8 2.5 15.5 60 - 70 9.8 3.3

Leupold Mesa Series Binoculars
8x23mm compact 8x 336 112 6.4 13.2 375 4.2 107 23 13.5 2.5 9.0 60 - 70 9.8 3.3
10x23mm compact 10x 262 87 5.0 13.2 375 4.2 107 23 15.2 2.0 9.0 60 - 70 9.8 3.3
8x42mm 8x 341 114 6.5 26.5 750 5.2 132 42 18.3 5.0 18.0 60 - 70 16.4 5.5
10x50mm 10x 288 96 5.5 32.3 917 6.5 165 50 22.4 4.9 18.0 60 - 70 29.5 9.8

Leupold Cascades Series Binoculars
8x42mm 8x 341 114 6.5 22.9 650 5.5 140 42 18.3 5.0 18.0 58 - 72 9.9 3.3
10x42mm 10x 267 89 5.1 23.1 656 5.5 140 42 20.5 4.0 16.0 58 - 72 9.9 3.3

Leupold Rogue Series Binoculars
8x25mm compact 8x 337 112 6.4 12.7 360 4.3 109 25 14.1 3.1 15.0 57 - 71 14.1 4.7
10x25mm compact 10x 294 98 5.6 12.7 360 4.3 109 25 15.8 2.5 15.0 57 - 71 14.1 4.7
8x42mm 8x 341 114 6.5 23.5 666 5.5 140 42 18.3 4.9 16.5 56 - 68 24.0 8.0
10x50mm 10x 288 96 5.5 33.0 936 7.0 178 50 22.4 4.8 15.0 56 - 68 30.0 10.0

Leupold Acadia Series Binoculars
8x42mm 8x 393 131 7.5 22.7 645 5.8 147 42 18.3 5.25 19.0 54 - 76 8.2 2.7
10x42mm 10x 325 100 6.0 23.5 666 6.0 152 42 20.5 4.1 14.0 57 - 76 9.0 3.0

Leupold Yosemite Series Binoculars
6x30mm 6x 420 140 8.0 17.0 482 4.6 117 30 13.4 5.0 20.0 50 - 70 16.4 5.6

Leupold Sequoia Spotting Scopes
15-45x60mm 15x - 45x 131 - 63 44 - 21 2.5 -1.2 35.1 995 13.0 330 60 30.0 - 52.0 3.9 - 1.3 16.5 - 13.0 na 29.9 10.0
15-45x60mm angled 15x - 45x 131 - 63 44 - 21 2.5 -1.2 35.1 995 12.5 318 60 30.0 - 52.0 3.9 - 1.3 16.5 - 13.0 na 29.9 10.0 
20-60x80mm 20x - 60x 99.6 - 33.2 30 - 10 1.9 - 0.09 62.8 1780 15.9 404 80 40.0 - 69.3 3.9 - 1.3 19.9 - 15.0 na 30.0 10.0
20-60x80mm angled 20x - 60x 99.6 - 33.2 30 - 10 1.9 - 0.09 62.8 1780 15.9 404 80 40.0 - 69.3 3.9 - 1.3 19.9 - 15.0 na 30.0 10.0 

Which Binoculars Are Best For Me?
To choose the right binocular, many things need to be considered. What are 

you observing? Where are you observing it? What will you be doing when you 

employ optics? do you wear eyeglasses? do you have small or large hands? 

How old are you? Have you ever had trouble in the past fitting binoculars to 

your face, with the eyepieces directly in front of your eyes to create a single 

visual rather than two partial sight pictures? With all this in mind, we’ve put 

together a product chart that will make choosing the right binocular easier. 

or, for more information visit www.leupold.com. 

LEuPOLD BINOCuLAR  
AND COMPACT SPOTTING  

SCOPE MODELS


